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Topic 1: Establishing the Nazi dictatorship 
 

Hitler and the Nazi Party in January 1933  

How the Nazis were organised – including details of the 

leading Nazis, Nazi ideology in 1933 including  

Lebensraum, Anti-Semitism, Anti-communism, Aryan 

strength, Strong central government, Arbeit und brot  

    

Establishing the Nazi dictatorship Jan 1933-July 1933 

The Reichstag fire, the enabling act and its impact, getting 

rid of opponents, camps, initial acts against the jews, book 

burning, political parties and unions banned. 

    

Achieving total power July 1933- August 1934 

Control, the Night of the Long Knives, the courts,  the 

death of Hindenburg, the army oath, Hitler becomes 

Fuhrer 

    

Topic 2: Control and opposition 1933-1945 
 

The methods of terror 

The SS, SD, Gestapo, courts, informants, concentration 

camps, the roles of Himmler and Heydrich 

    

The methods of propaganda 

Joseph Goebbels, newspapers, radio, book burning and 

censorship, rallies, posters, the Berlin Olympics, film  

    

What opposition was there to the regime? 

Opposition groups, their motives and methods, youth 

opposition- Edelweiss Pirates, Swing Kids, Church 

opposition including Bishop Galen, Martin Neimoller, 

Dietrich Boenhoeffer, political opposition including 

socialists and communists. 

    

Topic 3: Changing lives 1933-1939 
 

How were families and the home effected? 

Nazi policies towards the workers and towards women 

including the DAF, unions, strength through Joy, Beauty of 

Labour, reward schemes, attempts to control women and 

improve the birth rate. 

    

How were the young effected by Nazi policies? 

Nazi attempts to control education and the curriculum, 

youth groups such as the Hitler Youth and BDM,  

    

What were Nazi racial policies?     
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Question 6, A source question e.g. ‘what can source 

A tell us about Nazi propaganda?’ (7) 
   

Question 7, A source question about the usefulness of 

a set of sources e.g. ‘How useful are sources B,C and 

D for telling us about Nazi terror methods?’ (15) 

   

Question 8/9, A judgement question regarding a 

statement e.g. ‘German occupation of Eastern 

Europe was far harsher than German occupation of 

Western Europe. How far would you agree?’ (18) 

   

 

Nazi persecution of ‘undesirables’ especially the jews- Nazi 

racial beliefs, the Nuremberg Laws, Boycotts, Crystal Night 

Topic 4: Germany in War 
 

How did Germany adapt to being at war? 

Nazi economic policies during the war, changes to the role 

and expectation of women and how the war effected the 

population until 1942. 

    

Growing opposition during the war 

Increased opposition during the war including the work of 

the White Rose/ Sophie Scholl and the attempts by the 

army to assassinate Hitler including the July Bomb Plot. 

    

The impact of the war 1942-1945 

Allied bombing, rationing, evacuation ‘Total war’ and the 

impact on the daily lives of the German population. 

    

Topic 5: Occupation 

The contrasting nature of Nazi occupation of Eastern and 

Western Europe 

Contrasts and comparison of Nazi occupation of Holland/ 

France against Poland- how were the people effected? 

    

How was the Holocaust accelerated? 

The forced deportation of Jews, the Einsatzgruppen, the 

Wannsee Conference and the final solution. 

    

How did Europe respond to Nazi occupation? 

Collaboration in Vichy France, Occupation in the Channel 

Islands, Resistance in France and Poland 

    


